Pledges will be kept busy this quarter

Ah... the life of a pledge? What does one do, exactly? Well, for the pledge it means a quarter of work, work, and even more work. Whether it be chore duty, or being a brother or sister it means a quarter full of drama and drama teaching. They have free time for fun and don't get paid for it. It's a reality check for filling ice buckets, polishing shoes, ironing clothes, cleaning stages, etc.

Taking a quick glance at each individual pledge class, we find that Kappa Phi Delta has thirteen pledges this quarter. They are Pam Zirkle, President; Cathy Maburn, Secretary-Treasurer; June Thompson, Historian; Becky Sewell, fatty Momey, Gail Cook, Dianne Batch, Ann McMellon, Peggy Swovler, Mary Hamby, Carolyn Hurst, Doris Anthony, and Cathy Rogers. These industrious girls have spent their spare time cleaning sisters' rooms, doing chores at mealtime, polishing shoes, and performing numerous other jobs that the sisters may require. And as a particular job doesn't interfere with studies. Also, several projects have been planned, such as selling popcorn at campus movies, sponsoring a Miss Basketball Contest, and ironing clothes for students throughout the quarter. It looks as though these girls have a lot of hard work in store for them.

Luther Tison, Buddy Durham, Max Shelhorse, and Jay Jones comprise the list of pledges for Beta Rho Fraternity. They will be striving to maintain a high academic standard, symbolic of the Beta Rho Fraternity. A money making project is still in the planning stages. The pledges will be busy by learning about everything concerning Beta Rho such as history, constitution, by-laws, etc. A road trip has been planned for sometime in the near future.

The Alpha Phi Beta pledge class consists of Sue Dinkins, President; Kathy Goodby, Secretary; Beverly Edwards, Treasurer; Judy Jordan, Sissy Laurent, Cornelia Fleming, Mary Lou Miller, Carol Bound, Bonnie Harris, Marty Chabatz, Bee Rush, and Rebecca Surratt. As a service project the girls have decided to sponsor a boy in Viet Nam and also to sponsor a chapel program. Money making projects include a spaghetti supper to be held February 1. This project is to be sponsored jointly by the Alpha Phi Beta and Delta Tau Delta pledges. Tickets will be on sell shortly and can be purchased from any pledge. Other minor money making projects are still in the planning stages. To keep these busy the pledges have been cleaning rooms, ironing dothes, and running errands for the sisters. Support projects include Alpha Phi and Delta Tau basketball teams. These girls have had more than sufficient to keep them busy. The pledges are also adding many new songs to Alpha Phi's collection. They are original and show the capability of a truly great pledge class.

On January 12, 1970, the Gamma Nu Chapter of Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity officially inducted nine pledges. They read as follows: Ronnie deValinger, President; Doug Wheelwright, Treasurer; Tony Fowler, Secretary; Vernon Turner, Historian; David Cowington, Chaplain; Randy Griffin, Joe Jenkins, David Little, and Danny Mink. After the induction, the pledges held a meeting with Billy Hans, Warden of the Penitentiary. Instructions were given concerning the pledge program. Plans for the quarter include carrying trays in the cafeteria for the AKO's and Pi Kappa brothers, wearing a coat and tie on Wednesdays, dorm clean-ups and a special emphasis has been put on academic achievement. The pledge class is hoping to sponsor several service and fund raising projects during this quarter. Among plans is a concert of contemporary music to be presented by Beta Rho.

The Alpha Kappa Theta Sorority held their pledge induction on Monday, January 18. The Alpha Phi Beta and Delta Tau Delta pledges held a meeting with Billy Hans, Warden of the Penitentiary Winter Quarter are as follows: Ginger Nays, President; Cindy Lancaster, Treasurer; Donna Barker, Theresa Buri, Valerie Krag, Martha MacMillan, Margaret Nolan, Valerie Pancio, Patty Sloan, Cathy Trapp, Cindy Turner, and Sandy Willis. The duties of the newly elected pledge president and treasurer are to see that the pledge projects during this quarter are carried out. The dues are paid. Selling candy and donuts are a few of the money making projects that have bee

**DISCUSSION GROUP**

A discussion group is meeting on Wednesdays at four o'clock in Maeger 110. This group, student-sponsored and with the approval of the History Department, deals with discussions on relevant topics. Anyone who wishes to participate in these meetings is invited. The only requirement is that they have something to say about the topic under discussion. The purpose of these discussions is so that those who come may broaden their perspectives as well as have a good "rap".

** Correction**

Due to an oversight on our part, the cast list for the comedy, Come How Your Horn, which will be presented Feb- ruary 19-21, was incomplete. The assistant director for this production will be Sassin Mewlow, and Cathy Schoemaker will portray Aunt Gussie.

** Deadline Set**

The deadline for applications for the semi- and trip to Holy Land this summer has been set as February 1. Applicants should see Dr. McCook on or by this date.

** Sanctuary**

This Saturday night before the varsity game, the LC All-Stars will play the LaGrange All-Stars. Game time is 6:00. Come and support your team!

** Panthers vs. Valdosta State Saturday, January 31**

**Circle K Chooses Sweetheart**

The LaGrange College Circle K Club has recently elected Nancy Light of Lomax, Georgia, their new sweetheart. This was done at the meeting of January 12, the first meeting of 1970. Miss Debbie May, the previous sweetheart, has transferred from LC as of this quarter. When a junior LC student becomes a member of the Circle K Club, she is elected by the juniors and seniors of the club as her "Sweetheart." This year, a junior LC student was elected by the juniors and seniors to be her "Sweetheart." This year, a junior LC student was elected to be her "Sweetheart." This year, a junior LC student was elected.
EDITORIAL

Have you ever had a question about campus affairs, but you couldn’t find your faculty advisor? Have you ever found yourself puzzled over what field to major in, what career to plan for, or what field to go into? Perhaps you have had no well-trained, professional person from whom to obtain advice.

The fact is simply that there is no professional counseling and guidance center on our campus. We are lacking in the one area of service in which even most high schools can boast. There is a great need on our campus for such a center.

We are lacking in the one area of service in which even most high schools can boast. There is a great need on our campus for such a center.

There is no place to take personal problems: no qualified person to help plan schedules; no one to help you reach your goals. There is no place to which we can turn for help in planning further education and/or a career. There is no job placement service on campus: rather, bulletins, pamphlets and brochures are placed in hit-or-miss fashion on the various bulletin boards around campus.

There is no place to take personal problems: no qualified person to help plan schedules; no one to help you reach your goals. There is no place to which we can turn for help in planning further education and/or a career. There is no job placement service on campus: rather, bulletins, pamphlets and brochures are placed in hit-or-miss fashion on the various bulletin boards around campus.

In my opinion, if LaGrange is truly to hold its margin of distinction, the establishment of a guidance and counseling center will be necessary.

Through our Student Government Association and in our conversation with members of the administration and faculty, we students can demonstrate our concern and desire for such a service. In this way, we can work toward obtaining those needed guidance and counseling facilities.

I want to take this opportunity to congratulate you and members of The Hilltop News staff on the quality of the first two issues for the winter quarter. The newspaper has more content and comes nearer to being a college newspaper than anything you have had for some time. There are many features that appeal to me and I am sure that you and your staff will make some adjustments in time.

I want to express my appreciation to you for having someone come render counseling services. For prospective seniors, there is, at present, no specific place to go for help in planning further education and/or a career. There is no job placement service on campus: rather, bulletins, pamphlets and brochures are placed in hit-or-miss fashion on the various bulletin boards around campus.

There is no place to take personal problems: no qualified person to help plan schedules; no one to help you reach your goals. There is no place to which we can turn for help in planning further education and/or a career. There is no job placement service on campus: rather, bulletins, pamphlets and brochures are placed in hit-or-miss fashion on the various bulletin boards around campus.

In my opinion, if LaGrange is truly to hold its margin of distinction, the establishment of a guidance and counseling center will be necessary.

Through our Student Government Association and in our conversation with members of the administration and faculty, we students can demonstrate our concern and desire for such a service. In this way, we can work toward obtaining those needed guidance and counseling facilities.

by the office of the Academic Dean is an example of good counseling. Assistant Ray Cox that I will always try to make it possible for students coming out of the Dean’s office to appear early in The Hilltop News. One of the most satisfying experiences in extra-curricular activities that I had in college was that of working on the college newspaper. It meant a lot to me as an individual and I have always recognized the importance of a good college newspaper.

Feel free to come by the office at any time if you may be of assistance to you.

Sincerely yours,

C. Lee Harwell
Academic Dean

Policy

Signed letters and columns appearing in the Hilltop News are the opinions of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Hilltop News staff.

The Hilltop News welcomes letters from all students, faculty members, and administrators on any topic of general interest. We strongly urge all readers to take advantage of this means of voicing their ideas.

Letters should be short and, if possible, typed and double-spaced. They should be addressed to the Editor, Letters must be signed although names will be withheld upon request. Letters received no later than 12:00 Friday to appear in the paper the following Thursday.

The editor reserves the right to edit all letters to meet space and style requirements. No letter will be published that is a personal attack on a student, faculty member, or administrator. All other correspondence is welcomed and, indeed, encouraged.

One Thing Yet Lacked Thou

A CHRISTIAN WITNESS

by Gene Collum

The Author of Christianity showed the need for his unique value of testimony by declining in his last recorded words, “Go ye into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature.” (Mark 16:15)

Testimony is the most valuable of all, the most important in promoting the cause of God. I believe it to be irreplaceable as a means of propagating the Gospel.

From the “Class” meetings of bygone years—bygone years we have naively, ignorant little creatures who did not understand all the difficult ramifications of theology. Because they look important in an office in their fine tower, and because they speak with such a voice of authority, we have sort of sacrificed our feet and then apologized for believing what they taught the Bible said. And in the midst of this we have almost lost the world for Christianity.

This is one fellow who is about ready to try to topple the towers. The way I read the Bible, the Pharisees looked important, spoke with authority, and missed the boat anyway.

Anybody want to join a Tower-toppling Club? Only unashamed Christian Witnesses need apply.
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have put the witnessing, experienced churchmen on the defensive. From their lofty acedemy towers, they have looked down, and told us were naive, ignorant little creatures who did not understand all the difficult ramifications of theology. Because they look important in an office in their fine tower, and because they speak with such a voice of authority, we have sort of sacrificed our feet and then apologized for believing what they taught the Bible said. And in the midst of this we have almost lost the world for Christianity.

This is one fellow who is about ready to try to topple the towers. The way I read the Bible, the Pharisees looked important, spoke with authority, and missed the boat anyway.

Anybody want to join a Tower-toppling Club? Only unashamed Christian Witnesses need apply.

DEAR MOM & DAD

So far my second quarter here has been much the same as my first - the white kids haven’t learned to accept me as a human being yet.

To the people here, I’m black first, a person second, and there is nothing I can do to make them think otherwise. It wouldn’t be so bad if they would only admit their prejudice to themselves before trying to cover it up by false friendliness. Just about everyone says “hello” to me, and yet nobody has made any kind of an effort to really get to know me.

You know, I can’t say I blame them for the way they think; after all, if you hear “niggers aren’t worth a damn” every day, you begin to believe it. If there were only some way that we could make them see how it feels to be looked down upon, turned away from places, discouraged from joining fraternal organizations, not asked to participate in school activities, treated as inferior, and just generally slapped down, then maybe their attitude would be different.

You being without a lot in order to send me to school, so I guess I’ll stay. Maybe by staying here I’ll open up the way for others, and perhaps eventually they will learn to accept us for what we are - not for the color of our skin. But one question keeps coming into my mind - Is it worth it? Wouldn’t it be better just to go to a predominantly black college where I could develop a sense of belonging?

I can’t come up with the answer - maybe you can. Signed, Your Son

In this world besides hatred and self-centered people. Try being thoughtful and considerate. Treat everyone the way you would like to be treated. You will be surprised at the reactions. Anyway, what have we got to lose, except some of our worse enemies.

Wouldn’t it be nice if they gave a war and nobody came... The new name for foot-in-mouth disease is Agnew’s Complaint...
Beta Rho Goes to Gatlinburg

On Friday, Beta Rho journeyed to Gatlinburg for the ski season. Mr. George Teed took his hand on the slats, and the remainder decided on the comparative safety of sliding around the skating rink. After recuperating from multiple bruises, there was sight-seeing around town and a leisurely evening in front of a fire.

The fraternity returned Sunday, making numerous stops in the mountains for the scenery and several snowball fights.

Showcase For New Sound

Let's say you like to make music. Let's say you or your group just happen to be working on a "different" new sound - vocal, instrumental, combo or whatever. Or let's say you like to compose music, lyrics. And then let's say you've got real talent up one of those alleys.

How can you move your new sound into the spotlight? How can you get a real pro to listen to your greatest achievement? How? The news today is about a Good Samaritan with top radio-record connections who's offering you a shot at the Big Time on a gold platter. There's nothing to lose, so let's get started.

The U. S. A., who's footing the bill. The Billboard magazine, the world's largest publication devoted to the music business, has commissioned to handle the promotion of the first radio-competition on a national scale. The 200 stations participating in the "New Sound Network", Billboard has been commissioned to handle the project by the Tea Council of the U. S. A., who's footing the bill.

Seeing Eye To The Blind

And others to whom they have access, will listen to the taped entries chosen as local winners by the 200 radio stations around the country, for the kind of new music sounds that will make tomorrow's Billboard charts. In fact, Billboard - the music recording, radio and entertainment bible - is the hub of this big "Search for the New Sound". Experts on their staff, and others to whom they have access, will listen to the taped entries chosen as local winners by the 200 radio stations participating in the "New Sound Network". Billboard has been commissioned to handle the project by the Tea Council of the U. S. A., who's footing the bill.

It's possible that some people missed the first issue in which the policy of the Organization section was stated. If this has happened, I will restate it now. This paper does not have the staff to chase what the fraternity and the purpose of the fraternity is all about. It has been difficult for them to comprehend everything right now, but they have learned that they must work for something before you get it. Several fund raising projects have been discussed but are still in the planning stage. These pledges have spent their spare time polishing shoes, carrying trays in the lunchroom, and doing any other odd jobs that may be requested by a brother. Stanley Linder, pledge president, had this to say about the pledges, "We are all individuals, but we must learn and strive to be a part of the brotherhood of Delta Tau Delta Fraternity".

The Kappa Sigma Fraternity has 12 pledges for this quarter. They are: Jere Brownlow, President; Jesse Slagle, Secretary-Treasurer; Richard Baker, Rufus Burford, John F. Beeman Rush, Alpha Phi; I had heard about pledging and I had an idea what I was in for, however, that's what it's all about. If you want to be part of a special group bad enough then you should be willing to take what they give you." Kappa Sigma pledge, W. Askel remarked, "Pledging is a time when you feel about pledging. Pledging is a lot of lust and a lot of hard work but it's all worth it." Two Alpha Kappa Theta pledges, Theresa Bart and Kathy Trapp both agreed that "Pledging has its advantages because you get to know people better, although a lot of work is involved it's an experience that is necessary in scaling the value of becoming a sister."

Beeman Rush, Alpha Phi, Beta pledge stated, "I wanted a bid from Alpha Phi, but I had heard about pledging and I had an idea what I was in for, however, that's what it's all about. If you want to be part of a special group bad enough then you should be willing to take what they give you."

Mansours January Clearance

Village Shop

1. Rack Village Shop Skirts
Famous Village Shop Brands
Beautiful Fall Woolens
Size 3 to 14
1½ price

2. One lot ladies Village Shop sweaters
Famous Village Shop Brands
Cardigans, Pull Oерыs and Veys
New Fall Style
1½ price

3. Village Shop Dresses
Famous Village Shop Brands
New Fall and Holiday Styles
$3.00 to $4.00 --- $12.00
$4.00 to $5.00 --- $17.00
GREAT MOMENTS IN HISTORY

A continuing series of historical articles by Professor Brack Schulslinger. Professor Schulslinger is Extinguished

POLAND INVENTS THE SUBMARINE AND IS PARTITIONED 1772

In the 18th Century Poland found herself in a rather peculiar position (a prone position in Eastern Europe). She was a large nation and yet she had no navy. By Polish standards weight around in Europe was to have a navy. By Polish standards this was logical thinking. Since their government was called a Diet, it had little surplus weight to throw around.

Letters were sent to all of Poland’s great men asking them to assemble to discuss the matter. Leopold Wronstumski, the great Polish tour guide, was the first to arrive. Next came Toota Sournotski, the famous musician and composer of “Poland the Beautiful”. Sournotski probably would have been the most famous composer in all of Europe had he been able to read English a little better. While preparing a treatise on music, Sournotski mistook the word “note” for “nose”. By the time he discovered his mistake, he had already composed “Poland the Beautiful” — this explains why Poland can always be seen holding handkerchiefs when the piece is played. The last to arrive was the famous Polish Admiral, Davy Podkochski. All three of Poland’s great men were now present.

For the better part of two years a heated argument raged as to where to build the ship. It was too hard to drag a forest to the coast, and it was much too hard to drag the ocean to the woods, so they decided to build their ship in the woods and drag it to the sea. All was carefully planned.

Work was painfully slow because they first had to invent the nail. Five years later the hammer was invented. The Poles have always had a flair for technology. Masts for the ship presented no problems since Poland abounded in tall Poles. Before arming their ship, they borrowed a book on canon law from the Pope. Steaking an easy way out, they simply canonized the ship by naming it Saint Sebastian.

The next task was to drag the ship to water. For the next ten years, teams of valiant Poles labored and pushed until at last they sighted water – the Pacific Ocean. They became the first to circumnavigate the globe overland. At last the ship was launched. It hit the water, bobbed up and down a few times, and then sank with all hands on deck.

The great powers, Austria, Russia and Prussia were terribly upset by the whole “business. Since the Poles had not abandoned the ship after it sank, they reasoned, they must have discovered a new and clever way to control the sea. To prevent a threatened upset in the balance of power in Europe, the great powers decided to invade and partition Poland as quickly as possible. Both Poland and her navy ceased to exist. Legend has it that to this day the Poles and Saint Sebastian can be seen surfacing and sinking appearing and disappearing. They have become the symbol of Poland since Poland has had a way of disappearing from the maps of Europe.
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YOU TELL US

WHERE YOU CAME FROM

AND

WE’LL TELL YOU TO GO!

WOMAN DEFINED

Symbol: a) Accepted atomic weight: 118-120 lbs. Physical properties: melts at nothing and freezes at any minute. Metal when properly treated. Occurrence: found wherever man exists. Chemical properties: possess great affinity for gold, platinum, silver, and precious stones. Warning: violent reaction when left alone; turns green when placed by a better looking specimen. Uses: highly unnatural, useful as a tonic in acceleration of low spirits, and an equalizer of the distribution of wealth. Probably one of the most effective income reducing reagents known.

CAUTION: Highly explosive in inexperienced hands.

HTN QUESTIONNAIRE

The Hilltop News is in need of additional staff members. However, any student can be accepted if our organization, he (or she) must pass an examination as determined by our editorial board. If you would like to be a Hilltop News staffer, fill out the questionnaire and return it by campus mail to

Answer the following questions by filling in the blanks. Hold all answers to a minimum number of words or number them, as the case may be.

Section 1 General Culture

1. A town consists of which of the following:
   a) people b) tall beards c) asbestos barbershops

2. If you were stopped by a Mariner and asked the way to the nearest Pool Hall, you would reply:
   a) "got lost, Buster" b) "Just follow me, Swami" c) "In the L.C. student center?"

3. Everything that goes up:
   a) must come down b) is influenced by inflation c) happens in a Republican administration

4. What is the largest city in the world?
   a) yes b) no c) none of the above

5. A comparison between North Vietnamese and South Vietnamese:
   a) isn’t much of a comparison b) would show lots c) would reveal that there is discrimination against people in the North

Section 2 Vocabulary

6. Intercourse between peoples is called:
   a) diplomacy b) war c) talk d) other

7. A mistake in scientific language is called a:
   a) boo-boo b) hatted-up-job c) hypothesis

8. Which of the following would you least expect to find in a music shop:
   a) Viet-Cong guerrilla b) Kate Smith c) 9

9. If called upon to speak at an Optimist breakfast, you would feel:
   a) queasy b) unduly alarmed c) optimistic

Section 3 Mathematics

10. The sum of two odd integers is:
    a) a Viet-Cong guerrilla b) Kate Smith c) odd

11. Five times x equals:
    a) 24 b) 5x c) 38y d) 5, if x exists

12. 8 - 3.5/2 - 5 equals 0

Solve for x.

Section 4 Journalism

13. “yellow journalism” is:
   a) Chinese news b) a form of jaundice c) Dean Love’s memo’s

14. This newspaper’s main purpose is:
    a) to quell L.C.’s riots b) to provide licenses for Dr. Shibley’s mice cages c) as kindling in Dr. Heney’s hearth

15. The difference between news and editorial is:
    a) editorials are two columns wide b) news is on page one, usually c) news is on page one, sometimes d) indistinguishable

Special Note:

In order to be eligible for membership on the staff, you must answer correctly at least 10 of the above questions. If your desire is to become editor, associate editor, or business manager, you must answer correctly at least 15 but no more than eight of the above questions. In order to qualify for the business staff questions 10-12 must be answered correctly. To become a member of the editorial staff the applicant must demonstrate semi-literacy. All others will be sent to work in Dean Love’s office.

Hay Swingers . . .

What kind of score will your wardrobe make this Spring? If you’re tired of striking out, come to

CAVENDERS’S, 7 East Court Square. Fashions from Cavenders make a hit every time.

CAVENDERS
7 East Court Square
A LOOK AT INTRAMURALS
by Joe Fisher

Last Monday Alpha Phi Beta played Alpha Kappa Theta in what must have been the best and the funniest game ever played at LaGrange College. Every minute was full of excitement as the girls outscored all but one of the boys’ games played to date. AKO pushed to a 28 to 24 halftime lead over Alpha Phi with MEW’s and Pat McAfee’s scoring. Also helping AKO out was Donna “Motor” Barker’s defense keeping out Melissa Elm’s drives.

It was clearly seen that AKB could beat any team they played if MEW could hit at least 50% of her shots. She was open almost every time she had the ball and all her shots were layups. But every time she had the ball and her shots. She was open almost if MEW could hit at least 50% of Elm’s drives.
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It was clearly seen that AKB could beat any team they played if MEW could hit at least 50% of her shots. She was open almost every time she had the ball and all her shots were layups. But every time she had the ball and her shots. She was open almost if MEW could hit at least 50% of Elm’s drives.

MEW had to settle for a mere 21 points while Delta in a pretty exciting game. The next game was Tuesday when the Indies met Kappa Phi. The preceding statement was so exciting that the game was so exciting that the Peggystudstill with 4, and Jean Martin with 10, Mark Williams with 4 and Warren “Slack” Sheehouse with 6.

Delta Tau Delta’s scorers were Greg Clapper with 17, George Teel with 15, Russell Holden with 10, Mark Williams with 4 and Warren “Slack” Sheehouse with 6. Delta Tau Delta hit 17 out of 64 from the floor with Beta Rho hitting 21 out of 60.

From the line Beta Rho hit 14 out of 21 while Delta Tau hit 15 out of 25.

The next exercise period was the second half of all the games. The next home game will be Saturday against tough Valdosta State. Next Tuesday the Panthers will be out to avenge a loss suffered earlier by Mercer.

DAYTONA 500

DAYTONA BEACH, FLA.—The most significant month in motorsports history, the 1970 edition of SPEED WEEKS at Daytona’s International Speedway, hits high gear Friday and Saturday as an extended running of the Trans-Atlantic Challenge race for Formula Vees followed by the ninth annual 24 Hours of Daytona. These 15 lap qualifying heats continued on p. 6.
Miss Sandra Elizabeth Willis, better known as "Sandy," back riding, and reading and politics. Sandy is a freshman from Kennesaw, Georgia, majoring in Biology. When she graduates, she hopes to go to medical school and eventually become a psychiatrist.

Sandy is now a pledge of Alpha Kappa Theta sorority and is a member of Alpha Lambda Delta. She is the recipient of the Rollins College Freshman Award and was made the Dean's List last quarter. She is a member of the Student Government Association and the Math Honor Society.
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SPEND 22 DAYS IN EUROPE

Visit seven countries. All inclusive for $798. Think about it. Call 882-8374 before 6 P.M. for more details.

FABRICS, INC.
LAGRANGE PLAZA
Visit LaGrange's NEWEST and most complete FABRIC CENTER. Now featuring the newest in SPRING AND EASTER FABRICS
Open 10 til 6 - Thurs. & Fri. til 8 P.M.

CURTAIN CALL’70

Ninth Annual College Auditions for SIX FLAGS

Your talent could win you a star-spangled season at SIX FLAGS, performing for the world's most enthusiastic audiences! SIX FLAGS needs: VOCALISTS (popular, classical, country and western, rock, barbershop quartets, folk ensembles and groups); DANCERS (tap, ballet, modern, jazz, acrobatic); INSTRUMENTALISTS (pianists, marimba players, banjo players, jug bands, blue grass groups, mariachi bands, Dixieland bands); VARIETY ACTS (comics, magicians, bongo and tambourines, ventriloquists, tumblers, trampolines and trampolinists artists). ALL KINDS OF TALENT WILL BE CONSIDERED.

If selected, you'll work under professional direction in one of SIX FLAGS' many original variety extravaganzas or spectacles, shows featured throughout the Park. And you'll have the time of your life as a star member of the famous SIX FLAGS family of performers. Audition open to all age groups including college students. Be there! AREA AUDITIONS:
Saturday, February 7 — 10:00 a.m. Holiday Inn — Six Flags, Six Flags Over Georgia will be looking for as it begins a six-day tour of Georgia on February 2, searching for talent for the park's 1970 live show operations. Six auditions will be held for vocalists, dancers, instrumentalists, ventriloquists, magicians, and all kinds of individual and group variety acts. The Six Flags team will select performers for productions at the park's Crystal Pistol Music Hall and for on-grounds entertainment. For dates and times, see ad in this paper.
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